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Problems in Planetary Science 
that Subaru can solve

(1) Details for Planetary migration which happened at the early Solar 
system

(2) Distribution and transportation of water in the Solar system

Where ? : which region affected by planetary migration ? 
How? : How many (much) small bodies were transported between 
regions by planetary migration?

Finding origins of ocean water on the Earth, Mars’s hidden water, etc.



Investigation of size frequency distribution for objects 
in trans neptunian region in order to get more 

information of planet migration by HSC

For solving the (1),  we propose this observation.



Modeling of the planetary formation 
Still incomplete

•Formation time of Uranus (U) and Neptune (N) : if the both planets were formed at the current 
orbits, they can not grow up the current size by the present time. 

•U and N were formed in the inner region than current locations and then move outward by 
some reasons. The idea came out in the late of 20th century. We still could not figure out 
yet. 

•In 2005, Nice Model was proposed. Jupiter (J), Saturn (S), U, N were once formed in the 
inner region with compact inter distance each other. Then they moved by interactions with 
small bodies around them. (Tsiganis et al. 2005, Science. There are many versions.） 

•In 2011, Grand tack Model was proposed. J and S moved inward in the proto-planetary 
disk, then scattered planetesimals into the terrestrial planet region. (Walsh et al. 2011, 
Nature) 

•At first, Solar System had 5 giant planets instead of 4. One of planet was scattered away 
from the solar system. (Chambers 1999, Meteoritics; Nesvorny 2011, ApJL)  

•Recently, more ideas.

We are almost lost in the middle of many possible models.

Get constraints from 
observations for making 

better models.

➢Remnant of the plant migration can be 
recorded on the orbital distribution of small 
bodies or/and craters on the surfaces of 
planets/satellites.



Nice Model
• The orbital configuration of giant planets 

was much compact than current one. 

• As a result of gravitational interaction 
with planetesimals, J and S got into the 
2:1 resonance. Then, their orbits 
changed a lot. U and N scattered outer 
planetesimals. 

• The orbit of N was extended into the 
Kuiper belt region and then scattered 
the Kuiper belt objects. This is the cause 
of Late Heavy Bombardment (LHB), 
which is intense impact in the terrestrial 
planet region, after planet formation 
completed. 

• A part of scattered objects were 
captured by Jupiter into its trojan orbit. 
This is the origin of current Jupiter 
Trojans.  (Morbidelli et al, 2005)

✓ Initial configuration of planets are too artificial.



• In the porto-planetary nebula, dry, hydrated, 
icy planetesimal  were formed  along 
temperature gradient. 

• J migrated inward, S followed J. J and S 
went through the 2:3 resonant, then 
changed the direction of migration at 1.5 au. 

• As a result of stirring, the current main belt 
area (~2-3.5au) contained the three kinds of 
planetesimals. 

• Dry planetesimals were pushed inward. Near 
Mars region, the amount of planetesimals 
decreased. That’s why Mars born small.

Grand tack Model 
”Tack” direction change　（Planet migration : inward to outward）

✓　It is unclear to produce the zoning of the 
current main belt. 
✓ No quantitative study.

　Dry 　　          Hydrated 　　　　Icy



One planet was rejected 
from Solar system

• J, S, and three icy planets were located < 15 
au. J and S was in 3:2 resonance. 

• Interaction between planets and 
planetesimals caused gravitational instability, 
then planet’s orbits were changed.   

• One planet was tend to scattered during the 
instability. 

• Since we have 4 planets in the current solar 
system, there must be 5 planets at the 
beginning. 

• The scattered planet may be one of the free-
floating planets.

（Sumi et al. 2011, Nature） Nesvorny 2011, ApJL



FE DeMeo & B Carry Nature 505, 629-634 (2014) doi:10.1038/nature12908

Current model
• First Grand Tack, then Nice 
model or 5 planets model. 

• There are still a lot of 
uncertainties. 

• However, we believe that the 
planet migration happened.
Because there are  
• an evidence from the 
taxonomic distribution of 
small bodies. 

• an evidence from the size 
frequency distribution of 
small bodies. 

• A suggestion from the orbital 
distribution of outer objects.  

• suggestions from the 
numerical simulations.



Taxonomic type distribution
Assumptions:  
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Fig 3. The compositional mass distribution throughout the asteroid belt out to the Trojans. The gray 

background is the total mass within each 0.02-au bin. Each color represents a unique spectral class of 

asteroid, denoted by a letter in the key. The horizontal line at 1018 kg is the limit of the work from the 

1980s2,8,9. While the upper portion of the plot remains consistent with that work, immense detail is revealed 

at the lower mass range19.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4. The compositional mass distribution as a function of size throughout the main belt out to the Trojans. 

The mass is calculated for each individual object with a diameter of 50km and greater using its albedo to 

determine size and the average density for that asteroids taxonomic class. For the smaller sizes we 

determine the fractional contribution of each class at each size and semi-major axis, and then apply that 

fraction to the distribution of all known asteroids from the Minor Planet Center including a correction for 

discovery incompleteness at the smallest sizes in the middle and outer belt19. Asteroid mass is grouped 

according to objects within four size ranges including diameters of 100-1000km, 50-100km, 20-50km, and 

5-20km. Seven zones are defined as in Fig 1: Hungaria, Inner, Middle, and Outer Belt, Cybele, Hilda, and 

Trojan. The total mass of each zone at each size is labeled and the pie charts mark the fractional mass 

contribution of each unique spectral class of asteroid. The total mass of Hildas and Trojans are 

underestimated because of discovery incompleteness. The relative contribution of each class changes with 

both size and distance. 

 

 

 

Solar System evolution from compositional mapping of the asteroid belt  
DeMeo, F. E., Carry, B. (2014) Nature 505:629-634. 

37Ｃ型小惑星の探査における可視・近赤外分光の役割／廣井，杉田

の反射率）の線形結合が主成分として使われる．多数
ある小惑星の観測スペクトルのデータセットの分散を
最大にする線形結合が第1主成分で，この成分を除外
したあとで最大の分散を与える線形結合が第2主成分
と定義される．このように分散を最大化する変数の組
は，調査対象（ここでは小惑星）の間に見られる多様性
を最も良く表す変数の組であると考えることができる．
波長ごとに調べずに，このような主成分を縦軸，横軸
にして作成した図が図2であり，S, A, D, Fなどグルー
プごとに分離する傾向が見て取れる．これを第3主成
分以降の他の主成分についても調べて，互いに別個の
塊に集まるものをグループとして分けたものが小惑星
のスペクトル分類である．小惑星のスペクトル型は，
このように数学的・統計的な処理によって定義されて
おり，物質学的な観点を陽に入れて解析した結果では
ないので，各スペクトル型がどんな物質に対応するか
を推定することは自明ではない．
　だが，分けられたグループに見られる具体的なスペ
クトルを詳しく見ていくと，小惑星の構成物質につい
てのかなり豊富な情報を得ることができる．以下では，
それぞれのスペクトルの特徴と相当すると推測されて
いる隕石がどれかを概説する．このような拡張可視光
領域における小惑星のスペクトル分類に関しては [5] 
に詳しい解説があり，また 2.45μｍ までの近赤外領
域をも含めた新たな分類が [6] にあるので，それらも

参照されたい．
•  E型：明るく，特徴の乏しいスペクトルであり，
エンスタタイトエコンドライト（オーブライト）に
対応すると考えられている．

• Ｓ型：Stony（またはSilicatic）の略称であることか
ら予想できるように岩石質の小惑星と推定されて
いる小惑星である．スペクトルとしては，1μｍ
付近に幅広い吸収帯が見え，全体的に赤化傾向（長
波長に行くほど反射率が高くなっている）が見ら
れることが特徴である．この特徴からFe2+を含む
ケイ酸塩鉱物が含まれている物質が宇宙風化した
ものと推定されている．隕石種としては，普通コ
ンドライト（ordinary chondrite），始原的エコン
ドライト（primitive achondrite），石鉄隕石（stony 
iron）などがS型小惑星に対応すると推測されてい
る．日本の探査機「はやぶさ」が探査した小惑星
イトカワもこのS型小惑星であった．
•  Ｑ型：この型は，S型に似ているが，それよりも
深い 1 μｍ吸収帯を持ち，S型のような赤化が見
られないものである．これは，宇宙風化の影響が
非常に少ないことが原因であると推定されている．
構成物質としては，S型小惑星と同じといえるが，
特に普通コンドライトに対応するものと考えられ
ている．
•  Ａ型：この型は，カンラン石に特徴的な 1 μｍ 

図1： Tholen et al. (1984) [3]による分類別の8色拡張可視小惑
星スペクトル（ECAS）[4]の平均.

図2：Tholen [3]の14のスペクトル型の第1・第2主成分値および
その分布傾向の解釈例.

Objects have the same composition show the same spectra.
Objects have the same composition were formed in the same region.

Under the above assumptions, the spectra of small bodies were 
well studied. With the spectra, the small bodies are classified into 
many types.

Same type means the same origin, the same formation region.

Carbon rich
Silicate rich

v

Using the data from SDSS

Based on the data from SDSS, it turned out that many 
taxonomic type are mixed from the main belt to Jupiter Trojan 
region. This consists with an expected result of planet migration.  

Evidence 1

Inner JTs



Create records
Highland : formed more than 3.8 Gya. 
Maria : formed later than 3.8 Gya.

Lunar Highland

Mars Highland
Mercury Highland

Mars Northern plain
Lunar Maria

Class I

Moon

The same SFDs were found on 
terrestrial planets

Before 3.8 Gya, impactors with the wavy SFD fell on terrestrial planets.
After 3.8 Gya to the present, impactors with the flat SFD fell on there.

Highland（4-3.8 Gya）

"Class I"
Maria

Diameter of craters [km]

R

New

Evidence 2

Highland craters show a wavy Size 
Frequency Distribution (SFD). Maria 
craters show a flat SFD. There is no 
crater D >100km. Impact frequency is 
much lower than Highland.

It seems that the source of impactors was suddenly change around 3.8Gya.



R

Diameter (km)

Impactors of lunar 
highland

Impactors of Mars plain

NEAs

Impactors of Lunar 
Maria

Subaru

SDSS
Spacewatch

MBAs fell on the terrestrial planets, keeping the SFD. This can caused 
by only resonance sweeping by Jupiter. 
This exactly related to planet migration.

Found the source regions of impactors
(1) Main belt asteroids (MBAs)：
wavy SFD = Lunar Highland 
crater’s SFD.

(2) Near Earth asteroids (NEAr):flat 
SFD = Lunar Maria and Mars plain 
craters SFD.

Before 3.8 Gya, a lot of MBAs impacted 
on the moon and other terrestrial 
planets. 
After 3.8 Gya, NEAs hit terrestrial 
planets. Frequency of impacts 
decreased a lot.　

Strom, Malhotra, Ito, Yoshida, Kring (2005) 
Science, 309,1847-1850   



Different SFDs between MBAs 
and outer objects (Hildas and JTs)
Since the HSC is available, the survey efficiency of small bodies got high.

Recently, we perform a survey with the HSC, then determined SFDs of Hildas and JTs. 

Yoshida & Terai AJ, 154:71 (2017) Terai & Yoshida AJ, 156:30 (2018) 

We obtained the SFDs of JTs down to D= 
2 km, Hildas down to D= 1 km.

Comparison of size frequency distributions 7
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Figure 3. R-curves of inner MBAs, middle MBAs, outer MBAs, Hildas, and Jupiter Trojans. The vertical and horizontal
ranges are the same in all panels.

fig:Rcurves

R plot 
Their SFDs are rather flat on the R- plot.  
They are totally different from the MBA’s 
SFD (wavy shape).

Planet migration model suggested that 
JTs came from outer region during the 
gravitational instability era. It is natural 
they have a different SFD from MBAs.

Suggestion  



Gradual difference of SFDs 
from MBAs to JTs

Comparison of size frequency distributions 7
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Figure 3. R-curves of inner MBAs, middle MBAs, outer MBAs, Hildas, and Jupiter Trojans. The vertical and horizontal
ranges are the same in all panels.
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1979) to better illustrate the SFD of craters. When su�cient data sets are available, the R-plot provides a more
sensitive comparison between SFDs than if using cumulative plots (N / D

�b).
Strom et al. (2005) compared the SFDs between inner MBAs, NEAs, and Lunar or Martian (northern plain) craters

to identify the origin of impactors that formed these craters (see Figure 2). Using the same methodology, we compared
the SFDs between inner MBAs, middle MBAs, outer MBAs, Hildas and JTs, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The data
for each survey were truncated at the detection limit of the survey, which was determined using the methods discussed
in Section 2. The vertical R-values from di↵erent surveys were adjusted so that the SFDs are connected with each
other smoothly.
We noticed that the SFDs of the three main belt regions present roughly similar shapes: there is a knee around

D = 100–150 km and a dip around D = 20–30 km. The similar SFD shape suggests that the entire main belt consists
of a unique population that experienced the same dynamical/collisional evolution. We also noticed that the dip around
D = 20–30 km gets gradually shallower from the inner to the outer regions. The shape of the SFDs of Hildas and
JTs looks similar: there is no significant dip or knee in their SFDs. Those SFDs appear rather flat on the R-plot,
while the SFDs of MBAs show a wavy structure. The di↵erence in SFDs between MBAs and Hildas/JTs and the

If the prediction of Nice model predicted 
(current JTs are originated from the 
Kuiper belt objects) is correct, JT’s SDF 
can be the same as KBO’s SFD. This gradual difference of SFDs may reflect 

the difference of contamination of outer 
objects caused by planet migration.

We definitely need the SFD of TNOs for better understanding planetary 
migration.

Yoshida et al. submitted

Suggestion  

Missing part is the SFD of outer objects.



e.g. Chaotic capture of trans-Jovian objects  by P. Lykawka 

a (au)a (au)

i 
(º)

e

10 Myr

Trojans

Hildas

Simulations: 3 million particles on Jupiter-Saturn encountering orbits at a0 = 6-10 au, i0 = 
0-30 deg, q > 5.4 au and e > 0.1. Later, the four giant planets migrate smoothly to their 
current orbits (residual migration) in 10 Myr

→ 130 Jupiter Trojans captured (~25% stable over 4 Gyr). 
       with similar numbers at the L4 and L5 clouds
→ ~600 Hildas captured.
→ More than 2500 objects captured mainly into the outer main belt.

Most of the 
captured 
asteroids have 
stable orbits at  
e < ~0.35 and i < 
~30 deg.

Numerical simulations suggest that objects scattered by migrating 
planet were captured into the JT to outer main belt region. 

10Myr later

Not so much into the inner main belt.

This result is consistent 
with the gradual 
difference of SFDs from 
MBAs to JTs.

Suggestion  



Complicated orbital distribution of TNOs

of material to exist between ∼100 and ∼10,000 AU (Madigan
& McCourt 2015).

Such an estimate is at odds with the negligibly small mass of
the present Sedna population (Schwamb et al. 2010). To this
end, it is worth noting that although the primordial
planetesimal disk of the solar system likely comprised tens of
Earth masses (Tsiganis et al. 2005; Levison et al. 2008, 2011;
Batygin et al. 2011), the vast majority of this material was
ejected from the system by close encounters with the giant
planets during, and immediately following, the transient
dynamical instability that shaped the Kuiper Belt in the first
place. The characteristic timescale for depletion of the
primordial disk is likely to be short compared with the
timescale for the onset of the inclination instability (Nes-
vorný 2015), calling into question whether the inclination
instability could have actually proceeded in the outer solar
system.

In light of the above discussion, here we reanalyze the
clustering of the distant objects and propose a different
perturbation mechanism, stemming from a single, long-period
object. Remarkably, our envisioned scenario brings to light a
series of potential explanations for other, seemingly unrelated
dynamical features of the Kuiper Belt, and presents a direct
avenue for falsification of our hypothesis. The paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, we reexamine the
observational data and identify the relevant trends in the
orbital elements. In Section 3, we motivate the existence of a
distant, eccentric perturber using secular perturbation theory.
Subsequently, we engage in numerical exploration in Section 4.
In Section 5, we perform a series of simulations that generate
synthetic scattered disks. We summarize and discuss the
implications of our results in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2. ORBITAL ELEMENT ANALYSIS

In their original analysis, Trujillo & Sheppard (2014)
examined ω as a function of semimajor axis for all objects
with perihelion, q, larger than Neptune’s orbital distance
(Figure 1). They find that all objects with q>30 AU and
a>150 AU are clustered around ω∼0. Excluding objects
with q inside Neptune’s orbit is sensible, since an object that
crosses Neptune’s orbit will be influenced by recurrent close
encounters. However, many objects with q>30 AU can also
be destabilized as a consequence of Neptune’s overlapped outer
mean-motion resonances (e.g., Morbidelli 2002), and a search

for orbits that are not contaminated by strong interactions with
Neptune should preferably exclude these objects as well.
In order to identify which of the q>30 AU and

a>150 AU KBOs are strongly influenced by Neptune, we
numerically evolved six clones of each member of the clustered
population for 4 Gyr. If more than a single clone in the
calcuations exhibited large-scale semimajor axis variation, we
deemed such an objects dynamically unstable.2 Indeed, many
of the considered KBOs (generally those with
30<q<36 AU) experience strong encounters with Neptune,
leaving only 6 of the 13 bodies largely unaffected by the
presence of Neptune. The stable objects are shown as dark
blue-green dots in Figure 1, while those residing on unstable
orbits are depicted as green points.
Interestingly, the stable objects cluster not around ω=0 but

rather around ω=318°± 8°, grossly inconsistent with the
value predicted from by the Kozai mechanism. Even more
interestingly, a corresponding analysis of longitude of ascend-
ing node, as a function of the semimajor axis reveals a similarly
strong clustering of these angles about Ω=113°± 13°
(Figure 1). Analogously, we note that longitude of peri-
helion,3 v w= + W, is grouped around ϖ=71± 16 deg.
Essentially the same statistics emerge even if long-term
stability is disregarded but the semimajor axis cut is drawn at
a=250 AU. The clustering of both ϖ and of Ω suggests that
not only do the distant KBOs cross the ecliptic at a similar
phase of their elliptical trajectories, the orbits are physically
aligned. This alignment is evident in the right panel of
Figure 2, which shows a polar view of the Keplerian
trajectories in inertial space.
To gauge the significance of the physical alignment, it is

easier to examine the orbits in inertial space rather than orbital
element space. To do so, we calculate the location of the point
of perihelion for each of the objects and project these locations
into ecliptic coordinates.4 In addition, we calculate the pole
orientation of each orbit and project it onto the plane of the sky
at the perihelion position. The left panel of Figure 2 shows the
projected perihelion locations and pole positions of all known

Figure 1. Orbits of well-characterized Kuiper-belt objects with perihelion distances in excess of q>30 AU. The left, middle, and right panels depict the longitude of
perihelion, ϖ, longitude of ascending node, Ω, and argument of perihelion ω as functions of semimajor axes. The orbits of objects with a<150 AU are randomly
oriented and are shown as gray points. The argument of perihelion displays clustering beyond a>150 AU, while the longitudes of perihelion and ascending node
exhibit confinement beyond a>250 AU. Within the a>150 AU subset of objects, dynamically stable bodies are shown with blue-green points, whereas their
unstable counterparts are shown as green dots. By and large, the stable objects are clustered in a manner that is consistent with the a>250 AU group of bodies. The
eccentricities, inclinations, and perihelion distances of the stable objects are additionally labeled. The horizontal lines beyond a>250 AU depict the mean values of
the angles and the vertical error bars depict the associated standard deviations of the mean.

2 In practice, large-scale orbital changes almost always result in ejection.
3 Unlike the argument of perihelion, ω, which is measured from the ascending
node of the orbit, the longitude of perihelion, ϖ, is an angle that is defined in
the inertial frame.
4 The vector joining the Sun and the point of perihelion, with a magnitude e is
formally called the Runge–Lenz vector.

2

The Astronomical Journal, 151:22 (12pp), 2016 February Batygin & Brown

Detached TNOs may be clustered 
by unseen planet (P9).
K. Batygin and M. E. 
Brown Astron. J. 151, 
22 (2016) 

https://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/lists/MPDistribution.html

The inhomogeneous distribution (clustering) of the 
longitude of perihelion in the main belt asteroids. It 
caused by Jupiter.

Resonant TNOs

Classical TNOs
Detached  TNOs

Sca
tter

ed 
TN

OsThere are 4 dynamical groups in TNO region, 
suggesting that TNO region had been experienced 
dynamical evolutions.

There is special direction of 
ellipsoidal orbits of Detached.  
This suggests that a massive object 
kicked detached objects.  

By Planet migration
Suggestion  

The same thing 
happens in outer 
region by P9.



What Subaru can do/ 
should do ?

Outer objects survey 
to obtain SFD of TNOs  

by HCS

Understanding planet migration at the early Solar system

We need a large survey, spending a few 10 nights or so. 
Better to do under the EAO collaboration



Investigation of distribution and transportation of 
water in the Solar system  

by 3μm survey (IRCS) and PSF survey (HSC)

Not PFS



Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan (2018), Vol. 00, No. 0 11
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Fig. 3. Example of data reduction for C-type asteroid 511 Davida (Obs ID:1520065-001, observed on 2008 November 16). (a) Reference image in the N3
band, which is used to derive the wavelength reference position in the spectral images. (b) Spectroscopic image with the grism (NG). One pointed
observation consists of four spectroscopic frames, one reference frame, and four or five spectroscopic frames (total number of frames depends on
the attitude stability of the satellite). The target is placed on the 1′ × 1′ Np window to avoid contamination from background stars. (c) Spectrum
extracted from the target using the toolkit. The red, blue, and green curves denote the thermal component of the spectrum calculated by the NEATM
that is removed to derive the reflectance spectrum, the spectrum of the reflected sunlight component, and the total modeled spectrum, respectively.
(d) Reflectance spectrum normalized at 2.6 µm. The spectrum beyond the truncated wavelength (λtrunc) cannot be used due to the uncertainty of
the thermal model (see sub-subsection 2.2.4). The green dotted line denotes the continuum and the arrow shows the point where the band depth is
measured. (Color online)

Finally, one-dimensional spectra were extracted from the
two-dimensional images by summing signals over 7 pixels
(approximately 10.′′5) in the spatial direction to reduce
the effect of hot pixels and/or cosmic rays that hit the
detector. Then, one-dimensional spectra were extracted.
The obtained one-dimensional spectra were smoothed
along their wavelength with 5 pixels (i.e., 1.5× PSF) for fur-
ther analyses. In this study, we focus on broader features
(bandwidth of > 0.1 µm) that appeared at around 2.7 µm
and 3.1 µm in the spectra (cf. table 1 in Rivkin et al. 2015a).
There are wavy patterns in other wavelengths remaining
in some extracted spectra, which have not been seen in

meteorite spectra. It is likely that most of them are spurious
due to the contamination of neighboring stars or insufficient
background subtraction, although we cannot completely
rule out that they are real features. In the following, we
do not discuss other features. The obtained spectra of each
pointed observation are summarized in the supplementary
data section available in the online edition.

After visual inspection, it was found that some obser-
vational data were contaminated by ghost patterns (Egusa
et al. 2016) or by nearby stars that happened to be in the
same field of the Np window. The data of the following
observations were therefore removed from further analyses
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Fig. 5. Average reflectance spectra of C-complex asteroids. The Bus–DeMeo taxonomy is indicated in parentheses (see table 2). The gray dots indicate
the unreliable wavelength region due to large uncertainties (>10%). The 3 µm band shape is given in red text (see table 5). (Color online)
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Fig. 21. Relationship between the band depths at 2.7 µm against the
peak wavelength for C-complex asteroids. Marks are the same as in
figure 1. The correlation coefficient is 0.88. The solid gray line indicates
the fitted linear line. The thin red dots denote the asteroid treated as
outliers for fitting (see text). (Color online)

distinguish real features from these structures. There are
three candidates for featureless spectra in the AKARI data,
which have a band depth of less than 2% at 3 µm: 6 Hebe
(S-type), 140 Siwa (Xc-type), and 532 Herculina (S-type).
Note that 140 Siwa is classified as featureless according
to the Takir class (Takir & Emery 2012), which does not
show any feature above their noise level in the 3 µm band.
21 Lutetia is reported to have a broad absorption feature
in the 3 µm band in the Rivkin class, unlike Pallas, Ceres,
or Themis (Rivkin et al. 2011). Our AKARI data, on the
other hand, is truncated at λtrunc = 3.57 µm, and thus the
broad spectral shape cannot be fully covered. Featureless
spectra can constrain the abundance of surface materials,
especially once they are combined with other spectral data.
For example, Emery and Brown (2003) reported featureless
spectra of 20 Trojan asteroids in the 3 µm region observed
with IRTF and these featureless are attributed to the pres-
ence of anhydrous silicates (Emery & Brown 2004).

4.3 Peak wavelength in the 2.7 µm band feature

As seen in figure 13, the peak wavelength of the 2.7 µm
band feature is concentrated at around 2.75 µm. In partic-
ular, C-complex asteroids have a trend between the peak
wavelength and the band depth with S/N > 2. Figure 21
shows this trend for 17 C-complex asteroids. There are
four outliers with longer peak wavelengths: 24 Themis
at 2.76 µm, 121 Hermione at 2.81 µm, 127 Johanna at
2.85 µm, and 423 Diotima at 2.79 µm. Except for these
four, there is a correlation between the peak wavelength

and the band depth among 13 C-complex asteroids:

D2.7 = 705.7(λpeak − 2.704), (20)

where D2.7 is in units of percent (%) and λpeak is the peak
wavelength in units of µm. The correlation coefficient is
0.88.

The correlation should be used with caution because
only 13 asteroids comprise this trend; thus, it may be
affected by observational bias. Nevertheless, this correla-
tion may be important for considering asteroid spectra in
meteorite research. Based on heating experiments of mete-
orites in the laboratory, S. Yamashita et al. (in prepara-
tion) report a peak-wavelength shift in the 2.7 µm band
of hydrated minerals because of the dehydration process.
The band depth of the 2.7 µm band indicates an abundance
of phyllosilicate, and the peak wavelength of the 2.7 µm
band indicates the Mg/Fe ratio in phyllosilicate. During
the dehydration process by heating, phyllosilicate decreases
and the Mg/Fe ratio simultaneously increase because of the
progressive replacement of the phyllosilicates’ inter-layer
cations Fe2 + by Mg2 + (e.g., Rubin et al. 2007; Beck et al.
2010; Nakamura et al. 2017). This leads to a decrease of
the band depth along with a peak wavelength shift toward
shorter wavelengths. Therefore, equation (20) can be inter-
preted in terms of the meteorite dehydration history.

Some reports detected hydrated minerals on the lunar
surface using in-situ observations from spacecrafts: Cassini
(Clark 2009), Deep Impact (Sunshine et al. 2009), and
Chandrayaan-1 (Pieters et al. 2009). These observations
found peak wavelengths near 2.8–3.0 µm. Similar absorp-
tion was also detected in the lunar soil of Apollo 16 and
17 (Ichimura et al. 2012). It is considered that the mecha-
nisms forming these lunar hydrated minerals are different
from those on asteroids: they may be associated with inter-
action of the lunar regolith with solar wind proton implan-
tation. These minerals appear to have absorption features
near 2.8–3.0 µm. On the other hand, phyllosilicate absorp-
tion caused by aqueous alteration in meteorites appears in
the vicinity of 2.7 µm (e.g., Rivkin et al. 2015a). Features
found in most asteroids observed with AKARI are likely
associated with this aqueous alteration.

4.4 Spectral slope in the 3 µm band

The spectral slope measured in the available wavelength
range is shown in figure 19. The mean value of the spectral
slope of the total 64 objects is 0.047 ± 0.047 µm−1, which is
almost flat at these wavelengths, indicating that the thermal
component subtraction described in sub-subsection 2.2.3
works well; if the subtraction was insufficient, it may
have caused a significant slope toward longer wavelengths.
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Usui et al. found that a correlation between the 
center of wavelength of 3μm and band depth in 
2.7μm.

We can distinguish objects dry or hydrated 
(altered by water) by 3μm survey. 



4 kinds of 3μm absorption features
*Sharp : hydrated mineral
*Round: H2O frost（no experience of water alteration）
*Ceres-like: thin H2O frost and phyllosilicate (including NH4), 
irradiated organic matter, crystallized water ice, iron-rich clay, 
hydroxide brucite
*Europa-like: montmorillonite?

Sharp

Round

Ceres-like

Europa-like

Takir and Emery (2012) 
investigated a correlation 
between the shape of 3 μm  
feature and their orbital 
distribution of Cgh- or Ch-
type asteroids.

Band Center (BC) : 3.05 ± 
0.01μm. Wide absorption 

feature 2.8 - 3.7 μm

BC : 3.15 ± 0.01μm 
2.5<a(au)<3.3

3.4<a(au)<4.0

2.5<a(au)<3.3

The shape of 3 µm feature tells 
us the asteroid contain 

hydrated mineral or water ice. 
Together of their orbital 

distribution, we are able to 
know the water distribution in 

solar system. 

We observe Cgh- or 
Ch-type asteroids by 
IRCS, then find more 
asteroids related to 
water.  

Finding water ice by IRCS



Jewitt 2012, AJ 
Hsieh & Jewitt 2006, Science 

A few 10 active asteroids in the main belt were discovered so far.

They have activity like comets, but their orbits 
are like asteroids and located in the main belt. 

Through this survey, we can determine 
the orbit distribution of icy objects in 
the main belt. These objects might be 
transported from TNO region during 
the planet migration.

NASA, ESA, D. Jewitt (UCLA) - 
http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/
files/14-060-asteroid-
disintegration_1.jpg

Finding MBCs by HSC

Causes of the activity 
• Ice sublimation 
• Collision 
• Rubble pile disruption 
• etc. 

In order to confirm the cause of activity is by 
ice sublimation, we need a monitoring 
observation of the periodicity of activity and 
relationships with perihelion passage of the 
asteroid.

photocenter of a reference star in each frame, where the
reference star is chosen based on its proximity to our target
object, the fact that it is relatively bright without being
saturated, and the absence of other nearby background sources.
This star-aligned composite image and the object-aligned
composite image from the same date (Section 2; Figure 2) are
rotated by the same angle such that star trails are horizontal in
each image frame.

We then construct one-dimensional surface-brightness
profiles oriented along an axis (marked by blue and red arrows
superimposed on unrotated composite images of the object and
reference star in Figures 4(a) and (b)) perpendicular to the
direction of the non-sidereal motion of the object. We measure
profiles along this direction because it allows us to directly
compare results from images of the object and reference star in
a manner that cannot be done along different axes (e.g., the one
aligned with the apparent dust tail) due to the trailing of field
stars caused by non-sidereal tracking of the telescope to follow
the target during the acquisition of these images.

A series of horizontal rectangular apertures are placed along
the vertical axes of the rotated images of the object and
reference star, where each aperture is one pixel high and the
width of the apertures is chosen such that ∼90% of the flux
from the source along the horizontal row passing through each
source’s photocenter is encompassed by the aperture along that
central row. We measure average fluxes within these

rectangular apertures, and subtract sky background sampled
from nearby areas of blank sky.
We normalize the profiles of 358P and the reference star to

unity at their peaks and plot them together (Figure 4).
Significant excess flux in the direction of the suspected faint
dust tail can be clearly seen in the wings of the object profile
relative to the stellar profile (while we also see, as noted above,
that the FWHMs of the object and stellar profiles are nearly
identical).
As can be seen in Figure 4, the requirement that our one-

dimensional surface-brightness profiles be measured along the
axis perpendicular to the non-sidereal velocity vector of the
object means that we do not measure the profile along the axis
of the apparent dust tail, along which the maximum deviation
from a stellar PSF is expected. As such, the excess flux in the
object PSF relative to the stellar PSF shown in Figure 4 should
be regarded as a lower limit to the true amount of excess flux
present in the object’s PSF compared to that of an inactive,
point-source-like object.
The S/N of the object detection in our 2017 November 18

data is too low to obtain a useful surface-brightness profile and
perform a similar analysis as described above for our 2017
December 18 data. As such, we cannot independently
corroborate our photometric detection of activity on that date
described above. Nonetheless, based on the photometric
indication of activity for our 2017 November 18 data and
confirmation of activity via surface-brightness profile analysis
for our 2017 December 18 data, we conclude that 358P has
become active again. Subtracting the expected brightness of the
nucleus from the actual total measured brightness of the object
at the time of observations and averaging over a photometry
aperture encompassing the visible flux from the object and its
apparent dust tail, we estimate the average surface brightness of
the tail and any coma that may be present to be
Σd∼ 26.5 mag arcsec2.

3.2.2. Detailed Activity Characterization

Using the phase function derived earlier, we can estimate the
amounts of excess dust present in observations from 2012 and
2013 reported by Hsieh et al. (2013), and in 2017 reported in
this work. Following Hsieh (2014), we estimate the total
scattering surface area, Ad, of visible ejected dust using
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where HR,tot is the equivalent total absolute magnitude of the
active nucleus at R=Δ= 1 au and α= 0° computed using the
H, G phase function and the best-fit G parameter determined
above (Section 3.1; assuming that the dust exhibits the same
phase-darkening behavior as the nucleus). We assume dust
grain densities of ρd= 2500 kg m−3, consistent with CI and
CM carbonaceous chondrites, which are associated with
primitive C-type objects like the MBCs (Britt et al. 2002).
Moreno et al. (2013) found dust grain radii for 358P’s

observed dust emission in 2012 ranging from ad,min= 0.5 μm
(although they report that this lower limit is not well-

Figure 4. (a) Cropped image of the unrotated (i.e., north up, east left)
composite image of 358P (center of the panel) from 2017 December 17
showing the position angle and direction of the axis along which the one-
dimensional surface-brightness profile showing in panel (c) is measured (solid
blue arrow). (b) Cropped image of the unrotated composite image of a field star
(center of the panel) in our 358P data from 2017 December 17, showing the
position angle and direction of the axis along which the one-dimensional
surface-brightness profile showing in panel (c) is measured (dashed red arrow).
(c) One-dimensional normalized surface-brightness profile for a composite
image of 358P (solid blue line and open circles) on 2017 December 18
overplotted on the one-dimensional normalized surface-brightness profile of a
corresponding composite image of a reference field star (dashed red line)
constructed from the same data set.
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Comparing PSF 
with reference 
stars, we can find 
the activity.  

Main belt comets



Summary
(1) Details for Planetary migration which happened at the early Solar 
system

(2) Distribution and transportation of water in the Solar system

To obtain the size frequency distribution of TNOs by HSC. 

To observe Cgh- or Ch-type asteroids by IRCS, then find more 
asteroids related to water.   
To do PSF survey by HSC, then find more icy objects.

Current HSC-SSP can do, but it is not enough.  
We need monitoring observation.


